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Proposal



Project Objective
Redesign the LoLNexus website based on information gained through user testing and 
analysis of those tests, as well as enhancing the current architecture and aesthetic of 
LoLNexus or developing a new design strategy for the content. Ideally, there will be 
feedback from users and stakeholders throughout the process to aid in the development of 
the new website design and architecture. 

Goals:
• Identify the stakeholders of the redesign of LoLNexus, and correlate their needs into the 
development direction of the website.

•Analyze LoLNexus goals, page names, content, and future growth opportunities.

•Identify the primary and secondary audience for LoLNexus.
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Curse Overview
What is Curse?

Curse.com was started by Hubert Thieblot as a way to organize the numerous add-ons that 
were available for his favorite game, World of Warcraft. Hubert originally designed the 
website just for his friends, but quickly learned that the website he started as a hobby was 
something the entire gaming community could benefit from. In 2006, as demand for the 
site began to grow and the site’s traffic skyrocketed, Hubert realized he had a viable online 
business, and Curse, Inc. was born.

As the newly formed company continued to grow, Hubert made the decision to relocate to 
San Francisco, where by 2009 he had secured 11 million dollars of financing and began to 
transform the company from a small, singularly focused start-up into a diverse, gaming 
information giant.

Today, Curse, Inc. reaches over 50 million people every month through its portfolio of web 
properties, video channels, social media channels, and its desktop application – the Curse 
Client.

http://www.curseinc.com/company Proposal
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Curse Mission
Mission Statement

Our mission is to empower gamers with premium resources and content to 

provide an enriched, authentic, and more enjoyable experience. Gamers worldwide can 
depend on Curse for the tools and expertise they need to take their gaming to the next 
level. 

http://www.curseinc.com/company Proposal
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What Does LoLNexus Do?
Simply put, LoLNexus is your go-to source to lookup ongoing League of Legends 

matches. It provides you with detailed information about every player in the game, giving 
you a chance to familiarize yourself with them and size them up. You can also instantly 
spectate the match that you lookup.

How does it work?
Once a game has started, simply enter the name of one of the players in the match, 

and LoLNexus will take care of the rest. Check out a sample lookup here.
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LoLNexus Stats
According to http://stats.webmaster.net/www/lolnexus.com,

• Approximately 208,431 unique visitors per day.
• Approximately 1,667,448 page views per day .
• Roughly 8 page loads per user.

• League of Legends had 27 million daily players in January of 2014.
• Roughly 0.77% of League of Legends players use LoLNexus each day.

This gives us a strong baseline for determining whether my site redesign is successful.
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Stakeholders
Curse Inc. as a whole is the primary stakeholder, as this website is one of their properties, and the 
success of their company can be directly related to the success of their websites.

Hubert Thieblot is the CEO of Curse Inc., which means the success and failures of his company all 
directly fall back to him. He stands the most to gain and lose from any changes made to any of their 
properties and websites.

Adam Whipple is the Design Manager at the Huntsville, Alabama office for Curse Inc. While he may not 
be directly involved with the design or development of this website specifically, as the Design Manager, 
he has to sign off on the designs being up to par with the rest of their websites and to let it be 
developed for audience consumption.

Website Developers are a stakeholder because they actually put the website together and let it loose on 
to the public. If they produce something that has bugs, missing links, missing functionality, or any 
problems that occur for the website, it falls back on them. These people are the stakeholders in all of 
the technical aspects of the websites development.

Riot Games is the studio that develops League of Legends. They are a stakeholder simply because their 
game is the one that is being targeted with this website. Any audience member’s reflection of this 
website is a direct reflection for their video game title. 
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Audience
Players of League of Legends are the primary target audience of LoLNexus. More 
specifically, people that play League of Legends competitively, or are trying to gain an edge 
over their opponent so they can perform better in the game.

The secondary audience members are people that enjoy watching competitive League of 
Legends, but not necessarily those that play at a competitive level. They fulfill the secondary 
role because LoLNexus allows players to compare skill and item builds, which ultimately 
change the strategies that others employ to beat the current top strategies. This revolving 
game Meta is experienced by the viewers of professional play.

Another audience member that is less likely to continually use the site is Riot Games. They 
will want to know what all information is extractable from their current system, and may 
want to restrict or allow more information to be viewable by the website and ultimately the 
public using the website.
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Content



Content Inventory

Content

Page URL Page Title Page Name Content Types

http://www.lolnexus.com/ LoLNexus – League of Legends 

Stats, Match Info, Pro Builds, 

and More!

LoLNexus Search Bar, Regions Filters, 

Curse Login/Register Bar, Home 

Button, Recent Games Button, 

Features/About/FAQ tabs, 

Recent Articles, Footer Links

http://support.curse.com/hc/en-

us

Curse Customer Service Curse Help Header Buttons, Search Bar, 

Sign In Button, Curse Support 

Live Chat button,

Multiple Content Links, Footer 

Links

http://www.lolnexus.com/regist

er

Register - LoLNexus – League of 

Legends Stats, Match Info, Pro 

Builds, and More!

There isn’t one Curse Login Bar, Home Buttons, 

Recent Games Button, 

Registration Form, Captcha, 

Check Box, Register button, 

Feedback Panel, Footer Links

http://www.lolnexus.com/recent

-games

Recent Games - LoLNexus –

League of Legends Stats, Match 

Info, Pro Builds, and More!

Recent Games Home Buttons, Recent Games 

Buttons, Filtering Panel, Curse 

Login Bar, Large Number of Live 

Games, Feedback Panel, Game 

Time, Champions, Player 

Names, Player Ranks, Regions, 

Game Type, Game Map, Footer 

Links
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Content Inventory

Content

Page URL Page Title Page Name Content Types

http://www.lolnexus.com/EUW/

search?name=

(after “=” is the player’s account 

name)

(Player’s Account Name) –

Europe West - LoLNexus –

League of Legends Stats, Match 

Info, Pro Builds, and More!

(Player’s Account Name) Curse Login Bar, Home Buttons, 

Recent Games Button, Pro Build 

Suggestion, Spectate Button, 

Champions, Player Names, 

Player Ranks, Player Ranked 

Wins, Player KDA, Player Runes, 

Player Masteries, Feedback 

Panel, Banned Champions, 

Team MMR, Search Bar, Region 

Filter, Curse Voice Ad, Footer 

Links

http://media-

noxia.cursecdn.com/attachment

s/0/3/match-sample.png

Match-sample.png(PNG Image, 

1024 x 733 pixels) – Scaled 

(92%)

Image opens in new tab Png Image of a sample match

http://www.lolnexus.com/news/ LoLNexus – League of Legends 

Stats, Match Info, Pro Builds, 

and More!

There isn’t one Curse Login Bar, Home Buttons, 

Recent Games Button, Article 

List, Footer Links

http://www.lolnexus.com/mem

bers/

Member List - LoLNexus –

League of Legends Stats, Match 

Info, Pro Builds, and More!

Member List Curse Login Bar, Home Buttons, 

Recent Games Button, Search 

Bar for Members, Check box for 

Online, Filter Button, Sort Drop 

Down Menu, List of members 

(1000+ pages of this), Feedback 

Panel, Footer Links
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Content Inventory

Content

Page URL Page Title Page Name Content Types

http://www.lolnexus.com/mem

bers/”x”

(“x” = members account name)

“x”’s Profile - Member List -

LoLNexus – League of Legends 

Stats, Match Info, Pro Builds, 

and More!

“x”’s Name Curse Login Bar, Home Buttons, 

Recent Games Button, Feedback 

Panel, Account Information, 

Account’s Posts Follower 

Tracker, Total Post Tracker, 

Thanks Tracker, Send Private 

Message Button, Footer Links

http://www.lolnexus.com/login Login - LoLNexus – League of 

Legends Stats, Match Info, Pro 

Builds, and More!

There isn’t one Curse Login Bar, Home Buttons, 

Recent Games Button, Email 

Address input bar, Password 

Input bar, Login Button, “Forgot 

Your Password” Link, Sign Up 

Now Link, Footer Links, 

Feedback Panel

http://www.lolnexus.com/recov

er-account

Recover Account - LoLNexus –

League of Legends Stats, Match 

Info, Pro Builds, and More!

Recover Account Curse Login Bar, Home Buttons, 

Recent Games Button, Email 

input bar, Recover Password 

Button, Footer Links, Feedback 

Panel

http://www.lolnexus.com/NA/se

arch?name=&region=NA

Not Found - LoLNexus – League 

of Legends Stats, Match Info, 

Pro Builds, and More!

Not Found Curse Login Bar, Home Buttons, 

Recent Games Button, Footer 

Links, Feedback Panel
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Content Research

Content
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Content Research

Curse also gave me access to their CrazyEgg Research that they performed on the initial 
LoLNexus website. It provides information regarding:

• Heat mapping of where users click.
• Heat mapping of how far users scroll.
• Brighter areas are clicked more often.
• Darker areas are click less often.

Content
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Content Research: Results

Content

The image on the left is the click based heat 
map of the LoLNexus homepage.

• Search bar and button used.
• First live game region is clicked.
• Some header functionality used.
• Minor ad usage.

The image on the right is the scroll based heat 
map of the LoLNexus homepage.

• Search and header region are bright.
• Information tabs browsed sometimes.
• News and Games areas get little use.
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Content Research: Results

Content

Click based heat map image of one of the 
Live Game pages accessed from the 
search bar or live games on the home 
page.

• Pro build section used the most.
• Account names clicked often.
• Masteries and Runes clicked often.
• Spectate clicked sometimes.
• Search bar and button use often.
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Content Research: Results

Content

Scroll based heat map image of one of the 
Live Game pages accessed from the 
search bar or live games on the home 
page.

• First half of game information 
most used

• Region above adds used 
sometimes

• Second half of game info used 
often

• Footer used seldom
• Search bar scrolled to sometimes
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Content Sort
Five users of LoLNexus were asked to sort Flash Cards in a manner that made sense to 
them for the organization of the LoLNexus website. Using the results from the sorting 
exercise, we can analyze and determine the best course of action for restructuring the 
information architecture of LoLNexus.

Goals:

• Identify common traits in card sorts to discover                             
difficulties and improvement opportunities.

•Develop a possible Sitemap based on sorting feedback.

•Determine the possibilities for additional content and
whether some content or pages can be removed or 
repurposed.

Content

User Statistics:

• 5 Users

• Ages: 19-27

• Average Completion Time: 6 minutes

• Audience Represented: Players and Viewers 
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Content Sort: Results

In addition to users sorting content cards, I was also able to meet with some key employees 
at Curse Inc. They gave me crucial insight into the feasibility of potential new content, how 
difficult implementation of specific ideas would be, and gave me feedback regarding my 
initial design ideas.

• All Account content group together in a widget or same page.
• Help/Support page should be its own structure.
• Filters accessible everywhere.
• Most recent news articles on homepage.
• Room for additional content.

Content
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Design Recommendations

My meeting with Curse has pushed me into two distinct design directions.

• Maintaining website consistency among all products.

This involves analysis of the other Curse properties and finding unique and        
consistent ways of incorporating their style and framework for the LoLNexus   
content.

• Creating a sole identity for LoLNexus, regardless of other Curse properties.

This allows for an open design pallet that can organize and utilize LoLNexus 
content in whatever means produces the “best” result. This will require much more 
user testing to analyze whether the new designs provide a better result than the 
current LoLNexus website or the consistent property theme.

Design
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Consistency Notes

Design

This is the current website framework for 
HearthPwn. This website is a strong example of 
the Curse property theme seen across many of 
their websites.

• News/Forum posts just below the 
header buttons.

• Quick Access content below 
news/forums.

• Current game content information 
leads into the rest of the home page.

• Consistent color usage among buttons a 
sections.

• Class content tabs to narrow 
information scope.
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Consistency Notes

Design

This is the current website framework for 
Diablo Fans. This website is another example of 
the Curse property theme seen across many of 
their websites.

• News/Forum posts just below the 
header buttons.

• Quick Access content below 
news/forums.

• Current game content information 
leads into the rest of the home page.

• Consistent color usage among buttons a 
sections.

• Class content tabs to narrow 
information scope.

• Ability hovers for additional 
information.
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Consistency Notes

Design

The above Navigation Menu is from a Curse property that receives a large amount of traffic. This menu 
shows all of the consistencies of the other two web pages, with the addition of a login widget and a 
centered search bar.

Below is my current Navigation Menu for the LoLNexus redesign based on keeping a consistent theme 
among Curse Properties. Attempted to emphasize the search bar and primary content while utilizing the 
color pallet from the current LoLNexus website.
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Current Sitemap

Sitemap
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Sitemap Proposition

Summary

The current sitemap for LoLNexus utilizes a vertical approach. This allows for a narrow method of 
traffic, which works for a website with targeted functionality.

The improvements that I am proposing would require a horizontal sitemap. This is because the 
users that come to LoLNexus may want to do directly access the new content regions.

• Search bar prominent at top of every page.
• Header navigation.
• Every primary content page accessible from header.
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Proposed Sitemap

Sitemap
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Style Tiles

Style Tiles
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Style Tiles

Style Tiles
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Style Tiles

Style Tiles
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Style Tile

Style Tiles

Feedback on the Style Tiles has directed me towards the minimalist approach of the first Style 
Tile. The current LoLNexus website uses something similar, which will allow the users to 
experience the new content rather than the shock of a new color palette and font choices.

• Open Sans Primary Font.
• Header and Primary Color Hex Color: #268dc7.
• Simple gradient overlays from primary color to black, low opacity.
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Wireframe Roughs



Wireframe - Home

Wireframe
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Wireframe – Home Update

Wireframe
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Wireframe – Live Games

Wireframe
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Wireframe – Builds and Spectate

Wireframe
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Wireframe – Builds and Spectate

Wireframe
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Wireframe – Dev Post Tracker

Wireframe
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Feedback
Great to see you're diving in! I've looked over the work you've provided so far and have a few questions/pieces of feedback:

Wireframe
• It looks like you're envisioning a more hybrid style site with news/community and tools. Traditionally, LoLNexus has really focused on displaying context-

sensitive information as quickly as possible. Right now, we do this by basically making the homepage only highlight one thing. How do you think a hybrid 
direction will impact our current user base? Do you think we provide best-in-class tools along with a news/community site that rivals entrenched industry 
players?

• Generally, there's a "Recent [dev posts]" and a "Recent forum threads" box at the top on this style of site. Since there doesn't appear to be a forum 
community, what do you imagine the second box would be? Maybe there doesn't need to be a second box?

• At Curse, pretty much any site that has ads on it has to maintain a 1000px width so that it can work with site skin advertising.
• I really like bringing our "top builds" system LoLNexus. From a UX perspective, I'd definitely want to make sure that users know that searching at the top of 

the page and searching in the widget would do totally different things.
• As for the utility of the widget itself, I think the information displayed each of the "cards" may not be optimal. There should usually be a really good reason to 

repeat information a bunch of times, and I don't know if the rank, win%, and KDA are really worthwhile here, especially when they take up a good 30% of the 
card space. I'd really try and think through, as a player, what info you'd want to see there. If that info is important, maybe try placing somewhere that doesn't 
repeat.

Style tiles
• Not sure if it's just my computer or something happened in the export process, but the picture quality on these are pretty rough, so it's hard for me to get a 

really good look at font choice. I'll refrain from commenting on that for now.
• Version 1 definitely hews the closest to our current design. I think it's pretty understated and minimal, which I like, but it's not the most exciting thing in the 

world. Maybe that's totally fine though.
• Version 2 is an interesting direction. I think there's probably a lot of space to explore in a more flashy/vibrant color palette. For me, the big thing here would 

be to see what the user really wants. With such a purpose-driven website, users may not want anything that distracts them from the information they want 
to get.

• Version 3 is my least favorite. Having that saturated of a background seems like it would likely cause contrast issues and clash with League assets (and ads). 
Frankly, the first thing I imagine when I see that style tile is a post-it note. ;)
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Feedback

55

Overall it seems like you're leaning towards a core cohesive League and community experience, so I'll give feedback from that angle, instead of only focusing on the 
live game feature that the site currently contains.

Site Header and Footer
• The search bar seems horizontally squished. I would also try and make the corner radius of the white container and search/button edges match. That 

way you get a consistent border around the edge of the search box.

• The Live Games button feels like it's floating on the right. I would either add some sort of background to the header or increase the site of the bottom to 
match the height of the search bar.

• The league figures extraction seems a bit rough on the right edge. Adding a a texture or image background will help it blend better into the bg.

• The footer seems offcenter to the left. Strive to maintain left and right alignment with the rest of the page, or keep the balance equal on both sides, if not.

Home Wireframe Final
• I like having the dev posts and stream tracker blocks at the top. I think it gives that content some nice attention and brings more to the homepage. They 

do however, seem inconsistent in styling. The font sizes and style for the headers should be the same. I'd also probably lean towards keeping a similar bg
color for the widget rows. The stream tracker contents fades a way a bit because the stroke and bg are so much lighter than the widget on the left.

• The top 5 widget section is cool, but takes up a TON of real estate on the page. I might prune it down to 3 for each? and also strongly consider what 
content is featured inside each and whether the user cares about it at that moment. What info does the user need to help them select a hero from the 
widget, that's what should be shown in the sample before they dig into the full hero page.

• I'd also look at stroke and header background colors. The blue works well for the widget headers. I'd consider doing something similar for the top 5 
headers to maintain consistency. If not, I'd remove the blue stroke around them as it becomes pretty vibrant against the white page background and 
becomes hard to see. Compare the inner blue strokes and how clearly they appear, vs the ones against the white and how they almost disappear.

• I really like the New to LoLNexus header that you added at the bottom, to help direct new users to the tool overviews.

• Also consider using ads that relate to the content. They'll seem less obnoxious against the design of the page. 
This site is a good resource: https://moat.com/search/results?q=league+of+legends Wireframe
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Feedback
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Live Games Wireframe Final

• I like condensing the filters and placing promotion next to the ranks. I also like that you've called it Live Games :P That was a long debate on our side and 
Recent Games won out.

• I don't however know if I'm a fan of expanding out the matches without a user clicking on the box. It almost triples the amount of spacing occupied and 
requires a user to page much more often to browse through games. Maybe consider a hybrid view that shows some additional info, in the existing live 
game boxes that appear now.

Dev Posts Wireframe Final

• I would rename this page, simply because a lot of users will probably get confused and won't understand the difference between our dev posts and the 
league dev posts that you feature on the front page. Keeping this section as news, or LoLNexus Updates etc, might be more clear. We already get a good 
amount of feedback relating to the game itself and not our site :P

• I'd consider spacing out the articles a bit more to create more obvious separation between posts. Atm, the space between a footer and the header below 
is almost the same as a post's content and it's own footer.

Top Five Final

• This seems like a cool page. I might reduce the spacing between the top elements and maybe emphasize that those are OVERALL, although that may be a 
given.

Builds and Spectate

• The layout of everything here seems fine. The font's seem inconsistent in the game headers but I'm guessing those aren't final.

• I am confused by combining the build widget with spectate though. It almost feels like the bottom section of this page and the Live Games page need to 
be swapped.

• Other things to consider are consistency between UI elements. All of the buttons should feel similar, whether it be spacing, style etc, or you need a good 
reason to break the mold to draw attention to that element. I would think critically about each element you add, its purpose and whether or not it 
contributes to making the overall goal for the user, easier to achieve.

Wireframe
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Summary

Summary

Based on the Content Sorting and Content Research, there is evidence displaying what are 
generally the primary functions and content of the website.

• Searching for account names in live games
• Spectating a currently active game.
• Pro build suggestions.
• Runes and Masteries of players in games.

Secondary functionality and content can be added, reorganized or 
improved as well.

• News regarding maintenance of League of Legends Servers.
• Top 5 section showing win percentages for game roles.
• A section displaying only suggested pro builds for a champion.
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